WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 27, 2019
AT CIVA-KANAL
SHOWROOM +1
for an initiate introduction to the
KUL-UCL-ULB INTERFACULTY LAB IN ARCHITECTURE.

I have the pleasure to invite you, partaking student, studio, teacher, vice-dean, dean, host, guest

MOMENT ZERO+0
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 27, 2019
AT CIVA-KANAL
SHOWROOM +1
for a short introduction to the
KUL-UCL-ULB INTERFACULTY LAB IN ARCHITECTURE.

17:00
ENTRY HALL KANAL via AKENKAAI DES PENICHES
-LAB-CHECK-IN and REGISTRATION DESK
-INFORMAL MEET AND GREET / POSSIBILITY TO BUY A DRINK AT THE BAR

+MOVE TO SHOWROOM +1 via yellow line, showroom ground floor and exist EPFL HOUSE3

18:00
KANAL-CIVA SHOWROOM +1 in INTERFACULTY LAB AREA:
VISIT OF INTERFACULTY LAB IN EXHIBITION-BOOTH

18:30
SHORT INTRO AND CURATORIAL STATEMENT
OPEN MICROPHONE SESSION FOR ALL WHO DARE
FINAL WORD
PROJECTION OF CALENDAR PREVIEW AND NEXT DATE

20:00
GUIDED EXIT, BYE FOR NOW

counting on seeing you there, best of greetings,
Marc Godts

---

IN-ANDOUTSIDE
ANDOUTSIDE-IN:
concept, direction and spatial visualization:
Marc GODTS, free architect
with the valuable assistance of Nassim Zenati, architect

KUL-UCL-ULB INTERFACULTY LAB IN ARCHITECTURE:
-is a shared and multi-layered laboratory of thinking-doing,
in form of continuously evolving exhibition, work session and event
-is a collaboration between
KUL Faculty of Architecture Sint-Lucas, UCL Faculté d’Architecture LOCI Bruxelles and ULB Faculté d’Architecture La Cambre Horta
set up on occasion of the their joint residence at CIVA-KANAL

PARTAKING STUDIOS and STUDIO HEADS:
ART, PAYSAGE, ARCHITECTURE
Patrice Neirinck with Julie Martineau, Emilio López-Menchero, Pierre Emans, Angel Enciso-Berge, Manuel León-Fanjul, Tomás Barberá and Nassim Zenati

MATIERE, STRUCTURE, LUMIERE – PERCEPTION DE L’ESPACE ARCHITECTURAL
Pascale van de Kerckhove together with Emmanuel Beudant, Salomeh Backman, David Schreiber, Stéphanie Daube and Jean-Louis Vandam Dyda

NOW and NEXT: BRUSSELS NORTH 2040
Roeland Dudal

PRIMARY STRUCTURES
Floris De Bruyn and Olivier Goethals

COMPLICATING MACHINES – DOING CARTOPOLOGY
Jo Liekens and Marlies Vermeulen

EXPOSED FRAGMENTS OF WORK BY:
Aymen Ghazali, Caroline Boeus, David Abrantes Pinto, Fyona Yahiaoui, Laetitia-Nour Hanna, Matea Stoycheva, Mihai Pop, Milosz Martyniak

HOSTS:
KANAL and CIVA KANAL

---

ON PRESENTATION OF THIS VOUCHER: GOOD FOR 1 SHOT AT THE OPEN MICROPHONE-SESSION ON THE INTRADO-EVENT TO KUL-UCL-ULB INTERFACULTY LAB IN ARCHITECTURE - FEBRUARY 27, 2019 AT KANAL.